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WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015

1. Introduction
The World Green Economy Summit is an initiative by the Dubai Electricity and Water Authority 
(DEWA) and is held under the patronage of H. H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, 
UAE Vice President, Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai, with the support of the Dubai Supreme 
Council of Energy (DSCE), the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), WETEX, and 
with World Climate Ltd as an organizing partner. This year, WGES 2015 built upon the key 
conclusions of WGES 2014, the most significant of which being the Dubai Declaration. 

The Dubai Declaration pledged WGES as a long-term development platform, in the aim of 
establishing Dubai as “The Capital of the Green Economy”. Key commitments in the Dubai 
Declaration 2014 include:
 

   Developing WGES as a key global green economy platform
   Establishing a Public-Private Partnership Platform to facilitate and showcase 

      innovative projects, partnerships and technology 
   Develop innovative green financing mechanisms 
   Showcase technological innovation
   Support a global agreement for climate change at COP21 through supporting 

      The Road to Paris 
   Develop the State of the Green Economy Report 

  
The Dubai Declaration is the strategic commitment underlying the development of the WGES, 
which has been formulated in alignment with the long-term vision to develop Dubai into the 
‘Capital of the Green Economy’.
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2. Objectives 

WGES 2015 was held under the theme “Global Partnerships for a Sustainable Future’, 
and aimed to: 

   Develop WGES as the premier international platform for Green Economy
   Follow up on commitments made through the Dubai Declaration 
   Develop the WGES Public-Private Partnership Platform and Green Economy Marketplace
   Create strong linkages to the UN Climate Agreement 2015 through the Road to Paris, and to 

      the UN Sustainable Development Goals 2015. 

2.1. About the WGES Public-Private Partnership Platform 
WGES 2015 launched the WGES Public-Private Partnership (PPP) Platform as a designated 
forum for networking and the facilitation of strategic partnerships.

The objective of this platform is to develop PPPs as a means to bring together the financial and 
technological requirements for large-scale green projects to accelerate the transition to a green 
economy. During the inaugural WGES PPP Platform, we sought to:

   Establish the PPP Platform as a global forum for green PPP projects 
   Create an international network of relevant stakeholders 
   Showcase innovative green economy solutions 
   Identify and support opportunities between stakeholders to facilitate the creation of PPPs  

As a mechanism, the WGES Public Private Partnership Platform provides unique networking and 
deal-making opportunities for cities, utilities, integrators, solution providers and financiers, looking 
to engage in large-scale green PPPs. 

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
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3. Session Conclusions
3.1. Plenary Sessions

Opening Ceremony: Leading the Way for the Green Economy

During the Opening Ceremony, H.E. Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer, MD & CEO, DEWA, and 
Chairman of WGES presented an update on the implementation and achievements of the Dubai 
Declaration, the path ahead for the Road to Paris, and the expected contributions of Dubai to 
these initiatives. 

H.E. Dr. Rashid Ahmed bin Fahad, UAE Minister of Environment & Water spoke on the efforts 
of the UAE in achieving sustainability, highlighting the innovative strategies adopted by the UAE 
towards promoting green economy, renewable energy and green architecture, in alignment with 
the National Agenda and the strategic plan of UAE Vision 2021.

Nicolas Hulot, Special Envoy to the French Presidency for the Protection of the Planet, gave 
a speech stressing the need for an urgent and concerted effort in order to secure a universal 
climate agreement at COP21 in Paris. Nicolas Hulot also invited H.E. Al Tayer to Paris to present 
the Dubai’s contribution to the Paris Solutions Agenda. 

Furthermore, keynote speeches were given by H.E. Dr. Matar Hamed Al Neyadi, Undersecretary 
of the UAE Ministry of Energy & Water, and Adnan Z. Amin, Director General of IRENA. 

The Opening Ceremony concluded with a video message from UN Secretary General Ban 
Ki-Moon followed by the Carbon Ambassador Graduation Ceremony. 

Nicolas Hulot   /   Special Envoy to the French Presidency for the Protection of the Planet: 

“ In the fight against climate change, we can either all be winners, or all be losers ”.

“ This Summit comes as a 
global platform and a strategic 

supporter of the green economy 
agenda at global level.  ”H.E. Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer 

Vice Chairman   /    
Dubai Supreme Council of Energy   /

 MD & CEO   /   DEWA 
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Plenary 1: Innovative Green Finance 
During this plenary on green finance, top financial experts presented and discussed the latest 
and most promising financing solutions available for green business and projects. This session 
focused on the latest developments in financing PPPs, and in addition stressed the necessary 
policy instruments needed to reduce the long-term liabilities associated with green finance. 
Green finance already exists, and the capital is available, however what is needed is for green 
finance to be scaled-up, and for project pipeline bottlenecks to be reduced in order for green 
projects to get off the ground.

Sean Kidney   /   CEO & Co-Founder   /   Climate Bonds Initiative: “ If we look at what 
needs to be done, which is energy, transport, water – all of these things are infrastruc-
ture, and the tools for financing infrastructure are the tools we have been using for many 
years already, we now just have to be aware to make climate-proof infrastructure.  ” 
Ulrik Ross   /   Managing Director & Global Head of Public Sector & Sustainable Financing   /    
HSBC: “ Transparency, quality of a green bond are absolutely key to success. That is 
what investors want to see is transparency in the form of tracing the cash flow, and quali-
ty in the form of project selection process. ”
David Dubin   /   Managing Director for Capital Markets Origination and Head of Project & 
Infrastructure Finance EMEA   /   Citi Group: “ If we are going to see a scale up very, very 
quickly [in green finance] (…) we need to figure out how to modify, or mitigate foreign 
exchange risks, because I think embedding tariffs over and over again in to a local tariff 
base, leads to other issues - and we also need interest rate swaps (…) so if we are not 
going to see the development of local currency markets that are very long term, then we 
need to figure out those types of tools. ” 

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
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Plenary 2: Building Green PPPs
The plenary on ‘Building Green PPPs’ featured a high-level panel of top executives from a num-
ber of leading companies and organizations. This session focused on the key success factors 
for green public private partnerships, and panellists discussed specific partnerships they have 
worked on, and those that need work in the future. Drawing on the wealth of experience be-
tween them, panellists discussed what makes green projects happen, and how to facilitate the 
financing, and concluded that risk sharing and predictable policy were vital for green PPPs.

Ahmed Al Muhairbi   /   Secretary General   /   Dubai Supreme Council of Energy: 

“ Although our sustainability journey only began 4 years ago, we are proud to have 
delivered tangible results. Along the way we have built confidence with the private 
sector and we have seen strong interest and engagement in our projects; reflecting 
our commitment to the PPP model as a prudent approach to the new era of project 
development. An era which delivers strategic programmes to support Dubai’s green 
agenda and vision of becoming a role model in energy management and sustainability.  ” 
Paddy Padmanathan   /   CEO   /   Akwapower:  “ If the contracts have a good risk 
balance, and there is a certainty and confident, then we can get the projects very 
competitively financed… Dubai, and DEWA in particular, has an exemplary record of 
sticking to policy, honouring contracts and giving confidence to the financing market.  ”
Dr. Azeez Mohammed   /   President & CEO   /   GE Power Generation Services MENA: 

“ There needs to be capacity building. The problems in this region cannot be solved 
by people sitting in Europe or the US. R&D, capability, needs to be built in the region by 
people that understand the region.   ”

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
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Plenary 3a: Green Development Visionaries
Our Green Development Visionaries session provided a unique opportunity to hear the 
stories and experiences of some of the leading visionaries in the field of green development. 
The speakers invited to present at this session were sustainability icon and Founding Chair of 
Volans, John Elkington, and Eco-Adventurer Raphael Domjan. The session began with Raphael 
Domjan sharing his experience with building the largest solar-powered speedboat in history, 
which he then used to sail around the world. Raphael demonstrated how this trip has raised 
awareness, especially among young people, about the potential of solar power. 

John Elkington then took the stage to present his “Breakthrough Capitalism” hypothesis, which 
predicts market revolutions in the near future, due to world leaders from business, finance and 
politics taking radical steps in order to secure a sustainable future. 

John Elkington   /   Founding Chair   /   Volans: “ Whatever the green economy does, it 
has to be attractive and it has to be sustainable as we are moving towards a world with 
9-11 billion people…Work with young people who are streaming into this green space 
and who want to be part of the solution. Pay attention to younger people in your organi-
zation and how to engage them.  ”
Both speakers agreed that optimism and participation is key to shaping the green development 
landscape and that we should continue to push the boundaries of businesses, and the way we live.

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015

Raphael Domjan   /   Eco-Adventurer   /   SolarStratos: 

“ Often when you do something with solar panels, 
people think it will be ugly, expensive and that it won’t 
work. So what we wanted to do with Planet Solar was 
to have a nice design. I think we achieved it (…) When 
I started working in solar power more than 10 years 
ago, I remember thinking that one day we should be 
able to use solar power for everything.   ”
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Plenary 3b: South-South Relations for the Green Economy
The development of the green economy will be an important opportunity to strengthen 
South-South relations and economic exchange, as cooperation between developing countries 
can foster green economy business in countries that are targeting developing and emerging 
markets. This session concluded that the green economy is the demand-side driven aspect of 
dealing with climate change, and that developing countries can learn from others how to use 
best practice policy and business models on how to develop the green economy with 
appropriate incentive structures and growth opportunities.

Edem Bakhshish   /   Regional Chief   /   UN Office for South-South Cooperation:

“ Green economy and green society are the two things that must come together and I 
think south-south cooperation can contribute to this.  ”
Amal-Lee Amin   /   Associate Director   /   E3G: “ The climate challenge is really about 
managing the risk transition. We do not necessarily need new instruments but we need 
to use instruments in a new context, in a new way, to manage the new risks.  ”

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015

Lars Josefsson   /   Chairman of GAC on De-Carbonizing Energy   /   World Economic Forum: 

“ Without a South-South de-carbonising of energy, we will not be successful globally. It is as simple as that.  ”
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Plenary 4: Youth and Behavioural Changes to Combat Climate Change 
This session presented and discussed examples of how young people have become involved 
in the fight against climate change through different initiatives such as the Carbon Ambassador 
Programme of Dubai and the Climate Ambassador Programme from Copenhagen. While the im-
portance of education was a strong focus in this session, the role of social media and how to success-
fully communicate complex issues such as climate change was another main topic of discussion.

Dubai Abulhoul   /   Author & Youth Ambassador: “ We are living in a time where global 
borders are blurring. Issues that are happening across the globe are becoming our 
issues also (…) The youth are the generation that will drive change for the future, and 
it is important to invite them to the table when discussing how to engage them.  ”
Davina Rappaport   /   Social Media Manager   /   Maersk Line: “ Climate change is this 
huge and complex issues, and needs to be broken down in order to be properly commu-
nicated ( … ) The UAE are in a great position as climate change is so high on the agenda. 
There is the opportunity to start initiatives, the support from the leadership is there; and what 
social media can do is provide momentum and scalability through mass communication.  ”
Ane Rottbøll Jørgensen   /   Project Manager of the Climate Ambassador Programme   /   City 
of Copenhagen: “ Listen to [the youth, take them seriously, give them responsibilities 
and take a step back. Take a step back and believe that they can do more than we know.  ”
Waleed Salman   /   Chairman   /   Dubai Carbon Centre of Excellence: “ We should 
prepare the youth in order to take over the strategy and vision of our leadership.  ”

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015

Dr. Thani Al Zeyoudi     
Permanent Representative of the 
UAE to IRENA   /   Director of 
Energy and Climate Change   /   
UAE Ministry of Foreign Affairs: 

“ As the government 
we are always looking for 
new initiatives and ideas on 
how to engage the youth.  ”
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Plenary 5: Smart Cities
This session addressed the latest developments within green mobility, and analysed how 
these solutions can be best implemented and what framework and infrastructure they will 
require to be successful. While the panel discussed some of the latest smart city initiatives and 
outcomes from different parts of the world, the discussion focused around how to ensure smart 
technologies and information will be used securely, and how other industries have to step in, in 
order to break down those innovations and data into solutions for every day life.

Dan Byles   /    Member of Parliament   /    Government of the UK: “ [Smart Cities] is more 
than just transport, it’s a shopping centre, it’s about managing people flows, it’s about predict-
ing people flows, so that you could manage your energy use, (…) it’s about using the data.  ”

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015

Dr. Aisha Bin Bishr       
Assistant Director Geveral   / 
The Executive Office of the Government of 
Dubai: “ All the cities are facing this 
major challenge; how to transfer data, 
how to share data, how to open data. 
(…) Today when we say it is the 
knowledge economy - a knowledge 
economy while you don’t have data 
does not mean anything. ”
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Closing Plenary: Dubai the Capital of the Green Economy 
& the Road to Paris 
The closing plenary took stock of the insights and outcomes of the WGES 2015, and addressed 
how they can be integrated into the Road to Paris, the Dubai Declaration, and the development 
of Dubai in to the ‘Capital of the Green Economy’. 

The necessary actions and initiatives following WGES 2015 were outlined and discussed, to 
assure the best support of the Paris COP and the achievement of the UAE 2021 objectives. 
Panellist agreed that government leadership and commitment was essential for engaging the 
private sector, in order to increase opportunities for companies to adopt green solutions, for 
which they acknowledge there is a strong business case for.  

Abdullah Rafie   /   Assistant Secretary General   /   Dubai Municipality: “ In Dubai, 
our success in green economy comes down to vision, visionary leadership, good 
governance and strategies. ”
Gerald Lawless   /   President & CEO   /   Jumeirah Group: “ We have had an excellent 
opportunity here in Dubai to partner closely with the government, with the municipality, 
to make sure that we engage in best practices. (…) Last year we saved 19 million litres of 
potable water [by using grey water], which would not have been possible if we had not 
been linked to the city’s [water treatment] loop. ”
Mark Kenber   /   CEO   /   The Climate Group: “ Ambitious and exciting government 
plans and commitments [for green economy], will require massive investments, and 
these government policy proposals should be seen as a way to attract investment, and 
not as a begrudging acceptance of what needs to be done – and this is where the private 
sector can come in. ”

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
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Sayed Aqa   /   UAE Resident Representative    /   UNDP: “ Broaden the concept of green 
economy. Energy is an important sector, but we should adopt a holistic and integrated 
approach to green economy in the UAE. ”
Andre Schneider   /   Chairman   /   World Climate Ltd: “ The ambitions of Dubai are 
far-reaching, but this needs to happen around the world. We need to facilitate 
collaboration, knowledge sharing, learning from each other’s experiences, and deepen 
the understanding of the different stakeholders.   ” 

3.2. Breakout Sessions

Breakout Session 1: The Green Economy Framework – Green Growth 
Plans and Their Implementation 
This breakout session discussed, with representatives of governments, international 
organizations and business, what is necessary to create conducive green growth plans and the 
best way to implement them. The needs of green economy regulation were discussed, as well 
as the available incentives on global, regional and national levels. It was agreed that businesses 
and governments needed to work more closely on defining what is required to develop the 
necessary sectors of the green economy. Businesses need to express what regulatory 
measures need to be put in place for making green products attractive for consumers, so that 
policy makers can implement these schemes. 

Máté Kriza   /   Chairman   /   Foundation for Circular Economy: “ In nature, there is no 
waste. If a tree dies, it is a nutrient – not a liability to our ecosystem. Transforming our 
‘produce – use – dispose’ culture to an asset is what circular economy is all about.  ”

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
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Breakout Session 2: Greening Cities 
Cities account for the majority of the world’s energy consumption and carbon emissions. As a 
result, greening cities is a key driver to a green economy. This session discussed the challenges 
and opportunities for improving the resource efficiency of our cities, and the different financial 
solutions available to make the investments necessary. The most urgent interventions for devel-
oping green cities worldwide were agreed as retrofitting buildings and developing fuels for the 
transportation sector. 

Saeed Al Abbar   /   Chairman   /   Emirates Green Buildings Council: “ Green cities are 
the frontline, and the opportunity for [the green economy] (…) They can drive widespread 
implementation of new technologies and diversification of energy supply and demand 
side management.  ”
Bruno Gardner   /   Managing Director of Low Carbon Workplace   /   Carbon Trust: “ Greening the commercial property sector – and in particular, retrofitting property 
– is a really important part of the overall solution.  ”
Harry Verhaar   /   Global Head of Public & Government Affairs   /   Philips Lighting: 

“ We need to demonstrate that we can overcome barriers [to greening cities]. 
Political backing - makes a lot of sense as [green cities] is good for your citizens; 
awareness - the capability and solutions are available; and financing - this is not an 
issue because banks need projects to finance.  ”

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
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Breakout Session 3: PPPs – Risks, Rewards & Solutions  
Public-private partnerships are important to facilitate the development of a green economy, and 
to allow cities, utilities and governments to develop the infrastructure necessary for a green 
development. It was concluded that successful PPPs required pragmatism, flexibility and 
wisdom, but also an alignment of expectations between the public and private entities and 
have mutual trust. Government can play a big role in supporting such projects by backing up 
the guarantees to cover debt in case of default – this can attract investors, which otherwise 
would not be willing to take on the risk.

It was agreed that a multi-stakeholder approach was the key for future solutions, and that other 
non-state actors were important to develop successful PPPs. Civil society can play a very 
important role in bringing the best practices from around the world and listening to consumers. 
Additionally, universities can play the role of providing the research and development on the 
technological innovations in order to support the PPPs; and collect the knowledge from such 
projects in order to analyze data, learn and provide new input. 

Taher Diab   /   Senior Director   /   Dubai Supreme Council of Energy: “ You need to build 
[PPPs] with planning first, timing and bringing in some elements that will make it happen. 
At the end of the day, it needs to make a financial business case to the bank.  ”
Hans Peter Egler   /   CEO   /   Global Infrastructure Basel: “ In the future we will have to 
build upon open partnerships, transparency so that we can adapt and incorporate new 
ideas, innovation and let all parties participate.  ”  

Ben Cotton   /   External Relationship Manager   /   Earth Capital Partners: “ PPP is a fan-
tastic way in financing projects; it a great method for price discoveries, it’s a great way to 
create transparency about the acquisition process, execution and decisions on whole life 
versus capital cost. And Dubai has taken that process to the next stage.  ”

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
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Breakout Session 4: Green Consumption – New Customer 
Expectations, New Products, New Demand Management 

This session highlighted and discussed ideas and solutions to address the challenges of 
growing consumption while trying to encourage green growth. What was stressed was that it 
was the responsibility of governments to be preemptive, and align legislation to promote 
sustainable consumption, and that businesses have an important role in adopting and 
communicating available green solutions. 

Arab Hoballah   /   Chief of Sustinable Lifestyles   /   Cities & Industry   /   UNEP: “ We have 
to make sure [in developing countries] that their right to consumption is fulfilled, but that 
they don’t make the same mistakes that we have made in the developed world.  ” 

Thomas Kolster   /   Susatinability Expert   /   Where Good Grows: “ We have a 
communication gap, commication battle. We have one side saying buy more, consumer 
more, while the other is all the green messaging, and telling us to be sustainable (…) 
How often do you hear about sustainable consumption? How do we push consumption 
and demand in to the right direction? I believe the focus is on demand, and advertising 
drives demand. Perhaps we are not communicating often or loudly enough, maybe the 
stories we are telling are not the right ones.  ”
Jan Vrins   /   Managing Director & Global Energy Practice Leader   /   Navigant: “ We 
believe that there is a strong business case, and a strong return on investment, for 
existing buildings and infrastructure to drive more energy efficiency programs. It is 
a lot easier to integrate these initiatives in to new buildings from the start.  ” 

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
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3.3. WGES PPP Platform
This year, hundreds of specifically targeted delegates were invited to participate in industry-
specific workshops, where leaders showcased green economy solutions and discussed how to 
develop successful PPP projects in the region. The workshops this year were:

   Catalysts for the Green Economy
   Research & Innovation 
   Scaling Solar Energy in MENA Through PPPs
   Smart Cities of the Future through PPPs
   Greening Cities – ESCOs, Demand-side management, Financing Schemes
   The Race for Green Finance – New Financial Mechanisms, Green Funds 

      and Bonds, Regulation 

These workshops featured industry experts, and focused on the operational side of green PPPs. 
Participants shared personal experiences, exchanged knowledge and discussed the latest tech-
nologies and initiatives within their field. The main takeaways from the PPP Platform are that 
green solutions exist, however the main challenge in implementing and scaling these solutions 
involves finding the finance and appropriate projects – which is an obstacle the WGES PPP 
Platform wants to help overcome. 

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
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4. Key Outcomes
Over the course of the last year, and during the two days of the World Green Economy 
Summit, green economy experts and stakeholders came together to discuss relevant 
solutions and commitments, needed to secure sustainable growth. A summary of the 
conclusions of these discussions is summarized below. 

4.1. The Dubai Declaration 2015
The key outcome of WGES 2015 was the Dubai Declaration 2015 – which has been built upon 
last year’s commitments, also includes a number of new initiatives which have been developed 
over the past year, pertaining to the three focus areas of ‘Dubai the International Capital of the 
Green Economy’, Global Partnerships, and Green Finance. Highlights include the commitment to:

   Emphasize the importance of a regulatory framework to incentivise green economy 
      initiatives, in alignment with the objectives of the Dubai Integrated Energy Strategy 2030

   Promote innovation and the involvement of youth towards green economy and climate
      change

   Encourage the development of the Public-Private Partnership Platform to facilitate 
      matchmaking between relevant stakeholders

   Contribute to the solutions agenda for COP21 through the outcomes of WGES and 
      WETEX through the Road to Paris

   Foster the development of innovative finance solutions for the green economy
   Assemble international best practice for green finance, and work on developing a 

      Green Fund to accelerate green projects and investments in Dubai. 

The Dubai Declaration is a strategic document that guides the development of WGES and other 
related initiatives, in alignment with Dubai’s national and international sustainability objectives. 

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
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4.2. The Paris Solutions Agenda
H.E. Saeed Al Tayer, MD & CEO of DEWA, handed over the Paris Solutions Agenda to Nico-
las Hulot, Special Envoy to the French Presidency for the Protection of the Planet. H.E. Saeed 
Al Tayer will present these commitments, detailing Dubai’s contributions to the global climate 
change agenda, at the end of this year during COP 21 – the UN climate change negotiations, 
which will take place in Paris in December 2015. The outlined commitments are to: 

   Develop the World Green Economy Summit and State of Green Economy Report as 
      international knowledge sharing platforms

   Foster leading edge innovation, and to push the development of green technologies into
      scalable solutions and projects

   Support innovative financing solutions for the green economy, and to assemble international 
      best practice for green finance at the World Green Economy Summit with the aim to 
      accelerate the financing of green projects

   Foster the development of a regulatory framework, conducive for green economy
   Developing the WGES Public-Private Partnership Platform to facilitate matchmaking 

      between cities, regions and utilities, solution providers and financial institutions to facilitate
      the implementation of solutions that combat climate change.

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
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4.3. Overall Outcomes & Recommendations
At the end of the 2-day summit, the overall recommendations for accelerating the transition in 
to a green economy, based on the discussions at WGES 2015, were presented at the Closing 
Ceremony by Andre Schneider, Chairman of World Climate Ltd. The recommendations and 
main takeaways were:

   We will massively need to scale-up all our efforts in order to address climate change 
      challenges, with a specific focus on rapidly develop the green economy. This further 
      implies that we need to identify and scale what is working globally, and that this effort 
      needs to be based on an increased capacity to share knowledge and experience, and 
      build on lessons learnt.

   During WGES 2015 it was indicated that green projects need to extend beyond renewable
      energy and energy efficiency projects to include transportation, water and waste 
      management, and production related issues.

   We need to accelerate the development of Public-Private Partnerships to facilitate the 
      implementation of green projects and initiatives. Although we learned that many successful 
      PPPs are happening in the energy sector, we need to translate these successes into the 
      other sectors of the green economy.

   In order to adequately scale-up green initiatives we require an innovative approach to green
      finance, based on the diversification of financing options and institutions for green projects. The 
      right financial mechanisms already exist, however we need to better address the risks of 
      financing green projects, and encourage innovative finance at the project development stage. 

   Cities will be the key drivers of the green economy. We must facilitate inter-city collaboration, 
      and support capacity building for cities to engage in large-scale green PPPs.

WORLD GREEN ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
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4.4. Key Announcements 
In addition to the outcomes and recommendations from WGES 2015, a number of key 
announcements were made over the two-day summit. 

    H.H. Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed Al Maktoum received the Dubai Integrated 
      Sustainable Energy Model from H.E. Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer, acknowledging 
      the efforts from all institutions that have made a significant impact in transforming the key
      pillars of the Dubai Integrated Energy Strategy into key initiatives and projects.

    During the Opening Ceremony UN Secretary General, Ban Ki-Moon addressed the World
      Green Economy Summit via video message, to praise the Carbon Ambassador Programme 
      (CAP), organised by Dubai Carbon Centre of Excellence. Following the video was the CAP
      graduation ceremony.

    H.E. Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer, MD & CEO of DEWA, was recognized by UNDP as a 
      Middle East Champion of Energy for his support and contribution to green economy and
      sustainable development in the region. 

    The Dubai Supreme Council of Energy and UNIDO signed an MoU for establishing a 
      regional centre for R&D on sustainable energy
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Speakers 

MODERATORS 

Saeed Al Abbar   /   Chairman   /   Emirates Green Buildings Council 

Giles Dickson   /   Vice President for Global  Public Affairs 

Hans - Peter Egler   /   CEO   /   Global Infrastructure Basel 

Dua Al Hammadi   /   Announcer   /   Sama Dubai TV

Ivano Iannelli   /   CEO   /   Dubai Carbon Centre of Excellence 

Alanoud A. Madhi   /   Founder of BetweenTheSips 

Andre Schneider   /   Chairman   /   World Climate Ltd 

Eithne Treanor   /   CEO & Founder   /   E. Treanor Media  

 

 

FULL LIST OF SPEAKERS 

Saeed Al Abbar   /   Chairman   /   Emirates Green Buildings Council 

Ali Albassami   /   Ph.D.   /   LEED Green Associate

Dubai Abulhoul   /   Author & Youth Ambassador 

Manish Advani   /   Head of Marketing and PR   /   MSSG

Fatima Alfoora Alshamsi   /   Asst Deputy Minister   /   UAE Minister of Energy 

Dr. Adnan Z Amin   /   Director General   /   IRENA 

Amal-Lee Amin   /   Associate Director   /   3rd Generation Environmentalism (E3G)

Mohammed & Peyman Al Awadhi   /   Hosts   /   Peeta Planet 

Abdul Nasser Aqil Abbas   /   Senior Director Treasury   /   DEWA

Dr. Pedro Banda   /   Senior Specialist R&D Manager   /   DEWA

Edem Bakhshish   /   Regional Chief   /   UN Office for South-South Cooperation

Dr. Aisha Bin Bishr   /   Assistant Director   /   General   /   Executive Office
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Dr. Raed Bkayrat   /   VP of Business Development for the Middle East   /   First Solar

Thomas D. Bohlen   /   Head of Sustainability   /   Pacific Controls

Dan Byles   /   Chair All Parliamentary Party Group for Smart Cities   /   Government of United Kingdom

Jarett Carson   /   Managing Director   /   EnerTech Capital

Jeremy Crane   /   COO   /   Adenium Energy Capital

Ben Cotton   /   External Relationship Manager   /   Earth Capital Partners

Prof. Peter Crossley   /   Director   /   EPSRC Centre for Doctoral Training in Power Networks

Taher Diab   /   Senior Director   /   Dubai Supreme Council of Energy 

Raphael Domjan   /   ECO Adventurer   /   PlanetSolar

David Dubin   /   Managing Director   /   Citi Group

Dr. Eamonn Lannoye   /   Sr Project Engineer    /   EPRI

Anette Eberhard   /   CEO   /   Denmark’s Export Credit Agency

John Elkington   /   Sustainability Icon & Founding Chair   /   Volans

H.E. Rashid Ahmed bin Fahad   /   Minister of Environment and Water   /   Government of UAE

Vahid Fotuhi   /   President   /   MESIA

Daniel Gamber   /   BMW i Project Manager   /   BMW Group

Bruno Gardner   /   MD - Low Carbon Workspace   /   Carbon Trust

Eng. Waddah S. Ghanem   /   Chief EHSQ Compliance Officer   /   ENOC

Stephane Le Gentil   /   CEO   /   Etihad ESCO

Michael Gorton   /   CEO   /   Principal Solar

Dr. Klaus Grellmann   /   Global CEO   /   RWE Consulting GmbH

Michael Grifferty   /   CEO   /   Gulf Bond and Sukuk Association (Host) 

Dua Al Hammadi   /   Announcer   /   Sama Dubai TV

Stuart Harrison   /   Support Services Director   /   Emrill Energy

Martin Hiller   /   Director General   /   REEEP

Arab Hoballah   /   Chief Sustainable Lifestyles   /   Cities & Industry   /   UNEP

Nicolas Hulot   /   Special Envoy of the French President for Protection of the Planet   /   Government of France

Lee Irvine   /   Senior Associate   /   Latham & Watkins

Edward James   /   Director of Analysis   /   MEED Projects
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Marco Janssen   /   Director Smart Grid PMO   /   DEWA  (Host) 

Lars Josefsson   /   Chairman   /   GAC on De-Carbonizing Energy   /   World Economic Forum

Ane Jorgensen   /   Climate Ambassador   /   Programme Director  /  City of Copenhagen

Mark Kenber   /   CEO   /   The Climate Group

Sean Kidney   /   CEO   /   Climate Bonds Initiative

Thomas Kolster   /   Sustainability Expert   /   Where Good Grows

Máté Kriza   /   Chairman of the Board   /   Foundation for Circular Economy

Pierre Langlois   /   President   /   Econoler

Gerald Lawless   /   President & CEO   /   Jumeirah Group

Evangelos Lianos   /   Executive Director for Middle East   /   Yingli Solar

Cornelius Matthes   /   Managing Director Middle East North Africa   /   Building Energy

Azeez Mohammed   /   General Manager   /   Power Generation Services   /   MEA   /   GE

Finn Mortensen   /   Executive Director   /   State of Green

Nabil Moubayed   /   Business Development Manager   /   Jinko Solar Co., Ltd.

Ahmed Al Muhairbi   /   Secretary General   /   Dubai Supreme Council of Energy

Carsten Møller   /   International Director   /   CLEAN

Paddy Padmanathan   /   Chairman & CEO   /   Acwapower

Dr. Chanho Park   /   Abu Dhabi Office Director   /   GGGI 

Pablo Ayesa Pascual   /   General Manager   /   CENER

Matthew Power   /   SVHA Group Manager   /   Energy and Environment   /   Entro.py

Mr. Abdulla Rafie   /   Assistant Director General   /   Dubai Municipality

Shamma Al Rahmah   /   Business Manager   /   ENOC

Davina Rapaport   /   Social Media Manager   /   Maersk Line

Firas Rimawi   /   Advisor to CEO   /   South Company for Construction and Development (SCCD)

Hussain Rizvi   /   Regional Director   /   Itron

Ulrik Ross   /   MD & Global Head for Public Sector & Sustainable Financing   /   HSBC

Waleed Salman   /   SVP - Strategy & Business Dev   /   DEWA  

Jeff Schwartz   /   International Policy Director   /   IETA

Shannon Scott   /   Manager for Environmental Affairs   /   Emirates
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H.E. Ahmad Bin Shafar   /   CEO   /   Empower 

Annie Shepperd   /   CEO   /   Salix Finance

Simon Stevens   /   Senior Counsel   /   Bracewell & Giuliani LLP 

Jerry Stokes   /   CEO   /   Innotech SOLAR

Hadi Tahboub   /   Executive Director   /   SkyPower Services ULC

H.E. Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer   /   Vice Chairman / Dubai Supreme Council of Energy   /   MD & CEO   /   DEWA 

Dr. Geetha Thiagarajan   /   CTO   /   Tata CS

Ida Tillisch   /   Acting Director General   /   EWS WWF

Harry Verhaar   /   Global Head of Public & Government Affairs   /   Philips Lighting

Jan Vrins   /   Global Head of Energy   /   Navigant 

Fred H. Walti II   /   Executive Director   /   LA Cleantech Incubator 

Sten de Wit   /   Innovator   /   SolaRoad

Hanna Zaghloul   /   CEO   /   Kawar Energy

Dr. Thani Al Zeyoudi   /   Director of Energy & Climate Change at Ministry of Foreign Affairs   /   Government of UAE 

 


